Abstract-This paper presents a method reconstructing 3-d image structures with data collected from double optical paths microscopy. A color image gathered is divided into two monochromatic images which respectively represent right and left vision data by color filter. Then the image structures are extracted by median filter and calculated with Sobel operator or Canny operator. Pixels between the right and left images are corresponded by stereo matching. Finally 3-d real-time reconstruction of micro image is realized.
INTRODUCTION
It is normal that date is extracted by single CCD, observed by binocular naked eyes in the microscope application. Researchers search those stereo reconstruction methods based on this application. References [1] derives a precise expression for the bias in the depth estimate, based on the continuous (differentiable) version of structure from motion (SfM),How monocular image cues can be combined with triangulation cues to build a photo-realistic model of a scene given only a few images-even ones taken from very different viewpoints or with little overlap is shown in references [2] . Geometric optimization-based algorithms for simultaneous 3-D shape (depth) and motion (linear and angular velocities) recovery that minimizes the squared distance between the observed and predicted optical flow measurements is shown in reference [3] .A comparison of Three 3-D Facial Reconstruction Approaches is given in the literature [4] .
Those data which is kept by computer is all two dimensional data. Consequently, the formed stereo is stereo model.
Those applications which is currently less used in the microscope application instantly and simultaneously is collected by double optical paths, allocate double path is applied to collect two CCD from left-right eyepiece, form static images which are 2 paths with different visual. Two static images are colored synthesizd [5] different visual images can be formed by double color ocular, stereo synthesis by human brain can be formed. But how to make the image in computer match with the image by observer's brain, this is the focus point of this research.
Human's visual habit is taken into consideration, the original information from 2 optical path branches is obtained instantly and operators are apperceived the stereo microobject storage directly in the computer by their eyes, the real "what you saw is what you get" is realized, characteristics of all kinds of samples can be picked out and reappear the configuration of stereo object.
This research can be considered as it realizes the original stereo is obtained simultaneously and afterwards analysis. Consequently, this image analysis system is more suitable in samples' collection and analysis of biology and medical science fields. Any object's stereo profile can be confirmed by using of isolated optical path's digitalized 3-d reconstruction system of 3-d micro information, and 3-d coordinate can be obtained at any point.
II. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
For the collected double optical path images is separated into two left-right optical paths images, edge line of construction can be manifested by every extracted image, and then left-right light is synthesized into new 3-d construction to realize stereo reconstruction. 
A. Color Isolation
Red, green and blue paths separately are:
B. Structure Extraction
Edge is the border of 2 images area with different grey level. Edge point is chosen as primitive for later match. The grey levels changed smoothly go along with the edge's trend, while grey level which is vertical with the edge trend is changed fiercely. Grey level value on edge is the result of discontinuity, this kind of discontinuity can be checked out easily by the way of getting the derivative. Edge point is corresponded with the max value of first order derivative range; this point is also corresponded with second order derivative's zero crossing. So it is a workable measure to use first order differential operator and second order differential operator to make the edge check.
The image edge can be obtained by a clear edge image (Refer to Fig 1. ) by median filtering and Sober arithmetic operators or median filter add Canny arithmetic operators. (Refer to Fig 2., 3. ) 
C. Stereo Matching Issue
Imaging point of a same object point in 2 microscopes is called symmetry point, a certain point in image is given in the essence of stereo match [6] to search corresponding point in another image, to make these 2 points are the projection of a same object point. It is a precondition to research matching algorithm by reasonable selection and high precision extract chosen matching characteristic, according to parallax theory to confirm the depth of 3-d object need to first confirm corresponding image point on the stereo image, which is to confirm corresponding image point by image characteristic, this is an issue about matching characteristic selection. Currently, there isn't a common applied theory can be used in matching characteristic extraction, this leads to diversity of matching characteristic in 3-d visual research. A favorable matching characteristic should have characteristics such as distinction, fixity, stability, uniqueness and ability of solving the ambiguity matching. Therefore, which characteristics as matching characteristics need to be confirmed firstly, and then how to extract those characteristics and match them up to get the parallax information, these two questions is connected and affected with each other.
The method of edge line matching [7] is applied in this research. Discrete Fourier transform [8] 
XY plane is coincided with PQ plane; XY coordinate is coincided with PO coordinate, edge line is expressed as complex number sequence:
Fourier transform is taken as discrete: By formula (3), all the 3-d coordinate on this curve can be calculated out, then 3-d reconstruction can be obtained on this curve (Fig.6.) . 
IV. SUMMARIES
Firstly, principle of optical isolation is used in this research to obtain double optical paths' left and right images. Image edge can be obtained by a clear edge image by median filtering and Sober arithmetic operators or median filter add Canny arithmetic operators, and then method of edge lines matching is applied to find the matching point of left right image, finally the 3-d reconstruction image can be obtained by 3-d construction reconstruction theory.
